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1. INTRODUCTION
Expansivity of a dynamical system, in which all trajectories that remain
within a certain threshold of each other must be identical, is a fundamen-
tal characteristic of systems with complicated dynamical behaviour and,
indeed, can be considered as a basic mechanism for producing such
behaviour within a compact invariant set. In many expansive systems,
w xespecially those involving a hyperbolic or semi-hyperbolic structure 1, 3]5 ,
there is in fact an exponential rate of separation of distinct trajectories in
the region of interest. Explicit knowledge of the rates of separation is
useful for numerical calculations and shadowing arguments.
In this paper sufficient conditions are presented for the exponential
expansivity of a discrete-time dynamical system that is generated by a
continuous mapping of a Banach space into itself. This mapping need not
be differentiable or invertible and the subset under consideration need not
be invariant. The main result of the paper is to show that these conditions
are satisfied by the shift mapping of a nonlinear functional differential
equation formed by sufficiently small Lipschitz perturbations of a linear
functional differential equation with a hyperbolic equilibrium point. In
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particular, the asserted exponential expansivity holds in any nonempty
subset of the functional state space and the perturbations need not be
smooth.
2. EXPONENTIAL EXPANSIVITY IN BANACH SPACES
 5 5.Let B, ? be a Banach space and let X be a nonempty subset of B.
A mapping f : X ª X generates a discrete-time dynamical system on X
through successive iteration
x s f x 1 .  .nq1 n
for integers n which may be negative as well as positive or zero. Thus
n .x s f x for all nonnegative n in general and also for negative n whenn 0
 4f is invertible. Such a sequence x is called a trajectory of the dynamicaln
system.
When f : X ª X is a homeomorphism it is said to be expansi¨ e if there
exists a constant « ) 0 such that
n nf x y f y F « .  .
for all integers n s 0, " 1, " 2, . . . implies that x s y, that is, if any two
trajectories that remain forever within a threshold « of each other are
identical. The importance of the property of expansivity is that it can result
w xin very complicated dynamical behaviour when X is compact 4, 5 . It often
implies an exponential rate of separation of trajectories. The following
w xdefinition of exponential expansivity was introduced in 1 for finite-dimen-
sional dynamical systems. The mapping need not be invertible and the
trajectories are compared only as long as they remain within a prescribed
neighbourhood of the set under interest, which need not be invariant.
 .Let K be a subset of X , let O K be the open «-neighbourhood of K,«
and let r be a positive constant.
DEFINITION 1. A continuous mapping f : X ª X is exponentially expan-
si¨ e on K with exponent r if there exist constants j , c ) 0 such that
 .O K : X and eitherj
5 5 n 5 5x y y G cr x y y for each n s 1, 2, . . . , n ,n n 0 0 q
or
5 5 yn 5 5x y y G cr x y y for each n s y1, y2, . . . , yn ,n n 0 0 y
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holds, or both groups of inequalities hold, for any trajectories, or contigu-
ous segments thereof,
 4x s x , . . . , x , x , x , . . . , x ,yn y1 0 1 ny q
 4y s y , . . . , y , y , y , . . . , yyn y1 0 1 ny q
5 5satisfying x g K and x y y F j for n s yn , . . . , n , where the nn n n y q "
can be finite or infinite.
To formulate conditions on the mapping f to ensure exponential expan-
w x  .sivity, we follow 1 and call a four-tuple s s l , l , m , m of nonnegatives u s u
real numbers a split if
l - 1 - l 2 .s u
and
1 y l l y 1 ) m m . 3 .  .  .s u s u
In addition we define
21 1 1 4m mu s
s s s q l q y l q . 4 .  .)s s /  /2 l l l 0u u u
 .Note that by 3 we obtain
21 1 1 1
s s - q l q q l y 4 q l q 4 . )s s s /  /  /2 l l l 0u u u
1 1 1
s q l q q l y 2s s /  / /2 l lu u
1
s q l y 1slu
 .  .so by 2 we then have s s - 1.
THEOREM 2. Let X be a nonempty subset of a Banach space B, let f :
X ª X be a continuous mapping, and let K be a subset of X . Suppose that
 .there exist constants d , k ) 0 and a split s s l , l , m , m and for eachs u s u
x g K, a decomposition B s Es [ Eu with corresponding projectors P s andx x x
P u such thatx
 . 5 s 5 5 u 5 5 51 P z , P z F K z for some constant K and for all z g X ,x x
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 .  . 5 52 For all x satisfying x, f x g K and for all z g X satisfying z F d ,
the inclusion
x q z g X
and the inequalities
s s u5 5 5 5P f x q z y f x F l P z q m P z 5 .  .  . .f  x . s x s x
u s u5 5 5 5P f x q z y f x G ym P z q l P z 6 .  .  . .f  x . u x u x
hold.
  ..y1Then the mapping f is exponentially expansi¨ e in K with exponent s s .
w xThe proof parallels that of the finite dimensional case in 1 with only
 .  .minor modifications, so it will be omitted. The inequalities 5 ] 6 are
w xsatisfied by hyperbolic diffeomorphisms 4 and also by noninvertible
w xLipschitz mappings which are semi-hyperbolic as defined in 1 .
3. AN APPLICATION TO FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATIONS
w x d.Let t ) 0 be a fixed positive number and let C s C yt , 0 , R be the
w x dBanach space of continuous functions f : yt , 0 ª R with the norm
5 5f s max f s , .
ytFsF0
< < d w x d=dwhere ? is the norm on R . Let N: yt , 0 ª R be a d = d matrix
w xvalued function of bounded variation on yt , 0 and define the linear
mapping L: C ª R d by
0
L f s dN s f s .  .  .H
yt
and the characteristic function
0
lsD l s lI y e dN s . .  .Hd=d
yt
w x  .Following Hale 2, Chap. 10 , the null solution f s ' 0 of the linear
functional differential equation
x t s L x , 7 .  .  .Ç t
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 .  . w xwhere x g C is defined by x s s x t q s for s g yt , 0 , is a saddle ort t
 .hyperbolic equilibrium point if the characteristic equation D l s 0 has no
roots on the imaginary axis of the complex plane. There then exists a
splitting of the space C s Es [ Eu into invariant subspaces and constants
M and a ) 0 such that
5 5 ya t 5 5 sx F Me x for all t G 0 if x g E 8 .t 0 0
and
5 5 a t 5 5 ux F Me x for all t F 0 if x g E . 9 .t 0 0
The subspace Eu here is finite dimensional and the projection operators
P s and P u of C onto Es and Eu, respectively, are bounded, specifically
there exists a constant K such that
5 s 5 5 5 5 u 5 5 5P f F K f and P f F K f 10 .
for all f g C.
d  .Now let g : C ª R be Lipschitz but not necessarily smoother with
uniform Lipschitz constant L , that is,g
5 5g f y g c F L f y c for all f , c g C , .  . g
and consider the nonlinear functional differential equation
x t s L x q « g x 11 .  .  .  .Ç t t
for « ) 0. Note that L is uniformly Lipschitz on C and let L be itsL
Lipschitz constant.
 .Define a nonlinear operator A on C by A x s x in terms of the« « 0 t
 .solution of 11 and let A be the linear operator defined analogously with0
 .the solution of 7 . Note that the operators A and A are continuous and0 «
compact, but generally not invertible. In addition, note that the decompo-
sition subspaces Es and Eu are invariant under the operator A . Theo-0
rem 2 will be applied to A to show that it is exponentially expansive for«
sufficiently small « .
 .THEOREM 3. Suppose that the linear functional differential equation 7
has a hyperbolic equilibrium point and that « is sufficiently small or zero.
Then the operator A is exponentially expansi¨ e on any nonempty subset K«
of C.
< s < uProof. Define B s A and B s A as the restrictions of A toE Es 0 u 0 0
s u  .E and E , respectively, and note that B is invertible by 9 and that theu
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spectral radii
5 n 51r n y1 5 yn 51r nr B s lim B - 1, r B s lim B - 1, .  .s s u u
nª` nª`
` 5 n 5 ` 5 yn 5so the infinite series K s  B and K s  B both con-s ns0 s u ns0 u
5 5verge. With these, define the equivalent adapted norm ? # on C by
5 5 5 s 5 5 u 5 4f # s max P f , P f for any f g C wheres u
`
n s5 5 5 5f s B f for f g E ,ss s s s
ns0
`
yn u5 5 5 5f s B f for f g E ,uu u u u
ns0
and
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5f F f F K f and f F f F K f . 12 .s us s s s u u u u
It follows in particular that
5 5 5 5 sB f F l f for f g Es ss s s s s
5 y1 5 y1 5 5 uB f F l f for f g E ,u uu u u u u
where
` 5 n 5 ` 5 yn 5 B  Bns1 s ns1 uy1l s - 1 and l s - 1. 13 .s u` n ` yn5 5 5 51 q  B 1 q  Bns1 s ns1 u
Since A is linear and commutes with P s and P u, for any f, c g C we0
have
s s sP A f q c y A f F P A f q c y A f q P c .  .  . .  .0 0 0 0s s
s sq P A f q P c y A f . .0 0 s
ss A P c .0 s
5 s 5F l P c 14 .ss
and similarly
u u sP A f q c y A f G P A f q c y A f q P c .  .  . .  .0 0 0 0u u
u sy P A f q P c y A f . .0 0 u
us A P c .0 u
5 u 5G l P c . 15 .uu
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 .Hence with the split s s l , l , 0, 0 and the same decomposition C ss u
Es [ Eu and projectors P s, P u at all points, the operator A satisfies the0
conditions of Theorem 2 on any nonempty subset K of C and so is
5 5exponentially expansive there with respect to the adapted norm ? #.
 .  .Now let x f and y f be the solutions of the linear and nonlineart t
 .  .functional differential equations 7 and 11 , respectively, with the initial
value f g C. In addition, fix f and c g C and let
X s x f q c y x f , Y s y f q c y y f . .  .  .  .t t t t t t
Then X and Y satisfy the functional differential equationst t
Ç ÇX t s L X , Y t s L Y q « g y f q c y g y f .  .  .  .  .  . .  . .t t t t
with the initial values X s Y s c . Integrating gives0 0
t t
Y t s c 0 q L Y ds q « g y f q c y g y f ds .  .  .  .  . .  . .H Hs s s
0 0
and from the Lipschitz properties of L and g hence
t t
Y t F c 0 q L Y ds q « g y f q c y g y f ds .  .  .  .  . .  .H Hs s s
0 0
t
5 5 5 5F c q L q « L Y ds. .HL g s
0
The Gronwall inequality then yields
L q« L . tL g5 5Y t F c e . 16 .  .
Now the difference Z s Y y X satisfiest t t
ÇZ t s L Z q « g y f q c y g y f .  .  .  . .  . .t t t
 .with initial value Z s 0 the null element in C , so0
t t
Z t s L Z ds q « g y f q c y g y f ds .  .  .  . .  . .H Hs s s
0 0
and hence using Lipschitz properties
t t
< <Z t F L Z ds q « g y f q c y g y f ds .  .  .  . .  .H Hs s s
0 0
t t
5 5 5 5F L Z ds q « L Y dsH HL s g s
0 0
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t t L q« L . sL g5 5 5 5F L Z ds q « L c e ds by 16 .H HL s g
0 0
5 5« L ct g L q« L . tL g5 5F L Z ds q e .HL s L q « L0 L g
Restricting to the interval 0 F t F t , the Gronwall inequality then gives
5 5« L cg 2 L qL .tL gZ t F e , .
L L q « L .L L g
and hence
Lg 2 L qL .tL g5 5 5 5Z F C c « , C s e 17 .t 2LL
provided « F 1.
Now
A f q c y A f s A f q c y A f q Z , .  .  .  .« « 0 0 t
 .  .and by 10 and 12
5 s 5 5 s 5 5 5P Z F K P Z F K K Zst s t s t
5 5 5 s 5 5 u 5F K K« C c F K K« C P c q P c .s s
5 s 5 5 u 5F K K« C P c q P c . .s us
 .  .From this and 14 , 17 it follows that
s s s5 5P A f q c y A f F P A f q c y A f q P Z .  . .  . s« « 0 0 ts s
5 s 5 5 s 5 5 u 5F l P c q « CKK P c q P c .s s us s
5 s 5 5 u 5s l q « CK K P c q « CK K P c . . s us s s
18 .
Similarly,
u u u5 5P A f q c y A f G P A f q c y A f y P Z .  . .  . u« « 0 0 tu u
5 u 5 5 s 5 5 u 5G l P c y « CK K P c q P c .u s uu u
5 u 5 5 s 5s l y « CK K P c y « CK K P c . . u su u u
19 .
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Define
lU s l q « CK K , lU s l y « CK K , mU s « CK K , mU s « CK K ,s s s u u u s s u u
U  U U U U .we see that s s l , l , m , m is a split if « is small enough, specificallys u s u
if
1 y l l y 1 l y 1 1 y l .  .s u u s
« - min 1, , , . 5CK K CK K CK K l y 1 q CK K 1 y l .  .s u u u s S
With such a split and with the same decomposition C s Es [ Eu and
s u  .  .projectors P , P everywhere, inequalities 18 ] 19 are just inequalities
 .  .5 ] 6 of Theorem 2 for the nonlinear operator A , which is thus«
exponentially expansive. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
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